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INTRODUCTION

The importance of the processes which occur in low-
energy collisions of atoms and ions and their typical
general properties were recently discussed in this
journal by Nikitin and Smirnov.1

In the present review we are interested in collisions
which are accompanied by the detachment of an electron
from a negative ion or atom. Such collisions involve a
change in the charge state of atomic particles, and free
electrons appear. These events are particularly impor-
tant in a study of the behavior of plasmas in constant
and varying external electromagnetic fields, for a study
of plasma conductivity, etc., and also under very non-
equilibrium conditions (in shock tubes, during the de-
celeration of high-speed objects in the upper atmos-
phere) when the plasma is far from equilibrium, and
the parameters of the elementary processes must be
known. In collisions of unexcited atoms, in contrast
with electron collisions, ionization begins only when the
kinetic energy of the colliding particles is several
times (on occasion, many times) higher than the ioniza-
tion potential of the isolated atom. During rapid non-

equilibrium heating we then deal with the problem of the
"first electron," which is accelerated by the external
field and begins to act as a "sledgehammer," generating
avalanche ionization and thermalization of the plasma.1'

The electrons emitted in low-energy collisions of
atoms usually have energies of the order of 1 eV, and
sometimes as much as several electron volts; i.e., the
electrons are moving much faster than the atoms. We
thus have an effective mechanism for the exchange of
kinetic energy between atoms and electrons with ener-
gies below the excitation threshold of the atoms. Ordi-
nary elastic scattering—which is the only binary proc-
ess which occurs in this energy range—requires many
thousands of collisions for such exchange.

All these circumstances make it extremely urgent to
study the energy spectra of the electrons emitted in

"After this paper has been prepared for publication, a review
by Smirnov96 appeared with a discussion of Penning ionization
in thermal collisions of excited atoms. The present review
deals with higher energies, at which electron detachment
occurs at the expense of the kinetic energy of the relative
motion of the atoms.
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atomic collisions. Research in this field, both theoret-
ical and experimental, was taken up only in the mid-
1960s and required the development of new measure-
ment and calculation methods.

From the theoretical standpoint, any process which
has three or more particles before or after the colli-
sion (2-3,3-2) is qualitatively more complicated than
ordinary (2-2) processes. It becomes very important
to find an approximation which would make it possible
to simplify the study and to distinguish a group of phe-
nomena which are important for applications and acces-
sible for experimental study, while at the same time
amenable to a comparatively simple theoretical inter-
pretation. Among such phenomena are collisions which
are accompanied by the detachment of a low-energy
electron, whose wavelength X is appreciably larger
than the dimension (R0) of the colliding system of atoms
or ions, i.e., the quasimolecule. Under this condition
it is possible to work out some comparatively simple
and general calculation methods which become asymp-
totically exact as the parameter X//Z0 goes to infinity.

Such a theory is particularly applicable to low-energy
collisions involving negative ions, since the electron
affinity is always several times lower than the energy
required to detach the second and subsequent electrons.
As a result, the one-electron approximation works
quite well. Furthermore, a neutral atom is left after
the electron is removed. Since this atom experiences a
long-range Coulomb interaction with another atom, the
theory is simplified even more, making it possible to
use such a simple approximation as the approximation
of zero-range potentials to describe the emitted elec-
trons.

At the same time, both theory and experiment show
that in all electron-detachment events the emission of
a low-energy electron is either predominant or at least
comparable to the emission of electrons with energies
of several electron volts. The latter electrons are usu-
ally associated with the auto ion tzat ion of atomic parti-
cles which have already separated. The energy spec-
trum of this group of electrons is usually complex,
cannot be derived theoretically in its general form, and
depends strongly on the individual characteristics of the
colliding particles (the energies and widths of the max-
ima) as well as on the properties of the complex which
is formed during the collision (the intensity of the max-
ima).

From the experimental standpoint, electron detach-
ment can be observed most easily by detecting as many
as possible of the electrons which are produced during
a collision, i.e., by measuring the cross section a~ and
its energy dependence. The next step—analyzing the
energy of the emitted electrons—was begun in a study
by one of the present authors.2'3 This analysis has now
become a rapidly developing field. The results of these
measurements agree satisfactorily with the theory,
whose initial version was proposed slightly earlier.
Subsequent development of theory and experiment has
confirmed the basic assumptions, and at this point the
general picture of the electron-detachment process may
be regarded as understood guite reliably.

1. BASIC STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL WORK

a) Cross sections

The cross section for electron detachment in colli-
sions of negative halogen ions with inert gas atoms was
first measured by Dukel'skii and Zandberg4 over the en-
ergy interval from 102 to 103 eV. Detachment cross
sections were also studied by Hasted5'6 in connection
with the satisfaction of the Massey adiabatic criterion.
The first calculations were carried out by Sida7 in the
Born approximation, but there is no justification for
applying this approximation to low-energy collisions.

In a series of papers4'8 by Zandberg, Bydin, and
Dukel'skii experimental results on electron
detachment in collisions of halogen ions with inert gas
atoms were used to introduce a concept of importance
to an understanding of the mechanism for the process:
the concept of a critical distance R = R0 between the col-
liding particles, A" and B. Specifically, a.iR>R0 the
AB" system is stable, but at R<R0 the weakly bound
electron is "ejected" into the continuum and is rapidly
detached. Fite's measurements9 for the simplest pair,
H~ + H, in crossed beams confirmed the concept of a
critical distance for this system and showed that there
is no energy threshold in this case because of the possi-
bility of associative detachment (H~ + H— H2 + e). Firsov
and Smirnov10 proposed a simple model for calculating
R0, which Bydin11 used to discuss experiments on the
detachment of electrons from negative ions of alkali
metals. Further measurements of the cross sections
have been carried out by several investigators (see the
review by Risley12).

b) Energy distribution of the emitted electrons

In 1964-1965 Demkov proposed a theory for the ener-
gy distribution of the low-energy electrons which ap-
pear in collisions of negative ions with atoms, working
in the approximation of zero-range potentials.13'14 In
1967 Bydin carried out the first measurements for
halogen and inert-gas ions, confirming the basic theo-
retical conclusions and also discovering monoenergetic
groups of electrons associated with the decay of quasi-
stationary states of the negative ions (autodetachment).
Smirnov15 also derived a theory for the energy spectra
of the electrons, examining the decay of an autodetach-
ment state of a quasimolecule near the boundary of the
continuum. For ionlzation during collisions of neutral
atoms, the first measurements of the electron energy
spectra were carried out by Berry.16 He also discov-
ered monoenergetic groups of electrons for the cases
of Ar and He.

Demkov and Komarov17 were successful in deriving a
theory for the ionization of atoms during collisions only
after the original theory for negative ions was general-
ized to the case of the interaction of an isolated state of
a quasimolecule with an arbitrary system of noninter-
acting parallel terms.18 The difficulty here was in in-
corporating the long-range Coulomb forces which act
on the emitted electron. Measurements by Bydin and
Ogurtsov19 confirmed the basic theoretical conclusions
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and made it possible to determine empirically the basic
parameter of the theory. Specific subsequent ionization
calculation were carried out by Olson.20 Further appli-
cations of the zero-range potential theory were re-
ported by Esaulov and Gauyacq.21'22 Devdariani,23

Ba/ylev, and Zhevago,24 and Herzenberg and Ojha25

have recently extended the theory to incorporate the dy-
namic effects responsible for the increase in the cross
section with increasing energy which has been observed
in several experiments. In addition, several recent
studies26-27 have been reported on the interactions be-
tween unstable quasimolecular states: their pseudo-
crossings, etc. The corresponding equations for bound
states can in this case be modified by including in these
expressions complex energies and a nonzero width: the
imaginary part of the energy T(R). As experimental
results have shown, this interaction of terms may give
rise to a filling of those terms which transform into
autodetachment states (in the case of negative ions)2'3

and autoionization states (for atoms)16 as the particles
fly apart.

The groups of electrons associated with the decay of
autodetachment states were subsequently studied in a
series of papers by Geballe,Risley, et al., with a high
energy resolution (see the review by Risley28), and this
work gave rise to a new research direction in collision-
al spectroscopy: the study of the energy spectra of the
electrons detached from negative ions. After the con-
version of the stationary state of an electron shell of a
quasimolecule into a quasistationary state, the subse-
quent evolution of the system involves the emission of
electrons. The time evolution of the system thus
ceases to be "invisible": The details of the evolution
are reflected in the shape of the energy distribution,
and we can "see" the width of the term, T(R), its inter-
action with other terms, the various interference pat-
terns which can give rise to oscillations in the spec-
trum, the occupation of autodetachment and autoioniza-
tion states, etc. It is for this reason that a study of the
electron spectra in low-energy atomic collisions can
yield the most-detailed information about the time evo-
lution of the collision, about the shape of the unstable
terms, and about their widths. In other words, such
studies can yield some absolutely new information, un-
obtainable by other methods.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental procedure involves producing a
beam of "projectile" particles (in this case negative
ions or neutral atoms) with the appropriate energy.
These projectile particles enter a collision chamber
where they interact with the particles of a gaseous tar-
get; alternatively, a beam of projectile particles inter-
sects a beam of target particles. An electron spec-
trometer is used to study the energy distributions of
the electrons emitted during the collisions.

a) Production of beams of projectile particles

1) Several types of ion sources have been used to
produce beams of negative ions. Gas-discharge sourc-
es of the well-known type proposed by Nier, with dis-

charges in the vapor of an alkali halide salt (to produce
negative halogen ions), have been used.4-8 Several
more recent studies have used duoplasmatrons.29"36

Certain ions are produced by discharges in an auxiliary
"buffer" gas, into which the working medium is injected
(for example, an alkali halide salt for producing nega-
tive halogen ions or CHt for producing C" ions30). Sur-
face-ionization sources are also coming into widespread
use.37-38

The negative ions leaving the source are accelerated
to the desired energy (between a few tens of electron
volts and a few thousand). The ions of interest are se-
lected by a mass spectrometer (ordinarily, a sector
magnetic mass spectrometer3'30"36 or a Wien filter45),
and the necessary focusing of the ion beam is carried
out.

2) The following methods have been used to produce
beams of fast neutral atoms.

Charge exchange of positive ions,
(2.1)

(an arrow designates a fast particle). In several cases
it is convenient to use charge exchange in "the same
gas," e.g.,

(2.2)

Photodetac hment,

Electron detachment in a collision of a negative ion
with a heavy particle, e.g.,

(2.3)

(2.4)

(Fast H and D atoms were produced in Ref. 39 by ar-
ranging the intersection of beams of negative H" and D"
ions with laser beams.)

When charge-exchange or electron-detachment meth-
ods are used to arrange neutralization, an auxiliary
collision chamber is placed in the beam path. Those
particles of the primary beam which have retained their
charge are then deflected (usually with an electron static
deflection system) and do not reach the rest of the ap-
paratus. The current drawn by a Faraday cup at the
exit from the chamber is used to monitor the intensity
of the primary beam in experiments with ions. In ex-
periments with accelerated neutral atoms, the flux den-
sity of the atoms is monitored by measuring the current
of secondary-emission electrons from a collector in the
path of the atom, but when this method is used with
beams of different energies (in measurements of exci-
tation functions, for example), the change in the sec-
ondary-emission yield with the energy of the neutral
particles must be taken into account. Another possibil-
ity is to measure the current of the secondary particles
produced upon neutralization in reactions (2.1)-(2.3):
ions and electrons, respectively. In Ref. 40, the cur-
rent of the beam of primary A* ions was taken as a
measure of the flux density of neutral particles, and a
correction was made for the change in the effective
cross section for the charge exchange in (2.2) as a
function of the energy of the beam particles.
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b) Research on the energy distributions

Several types of electron spectrometers have been
used to study the electron energy distributions. The
field of electron spectroscopy has been reviewed in de-
tail in several monographs (see Refs. 41-44, for ex-
ample).

The very first experiments2'3 showed, and subsequent
work verified (see Refs. 34 and 45, for example), that
the energy distributions of the electrons emitted in col-
lisions of negative ions2' include a group of compara-
tively low-energy electrons, with energies ranging from
zero to several electron volts, and also some monoen-
ergetic groups of electrons, which have been shown to
result from autodetachment processes (here we are
adopting the terminology used in the Russian translation
of Massey's monograph46) and autoionization. Each
part of the distribution is of independent interest, and a
study of the entire distribution requires the use of sev-
eral different methods. In this review we will be focus-
ing on the groups of relatively low-energy electrons
which constitute most of the distribution. Some mutual-
ly complementary methods have been used for direct
study of energy distributions: the retarding-potential
method and the method of transverse-field analyzers,
which is being developed rapidly by several investiga-
tors in extensive parallel studies of collisions of posi-
tive ions. A time-of-flight method for studying the dis-
tributions is in an early stage of development.

There are several experimental difficulties and fac-
tors which must be taken into account in studying the
energy distributions of electrons, especially low-energy
electrons, and some precautionary measures must be
taken to ensure correct measurements.

1. The paths traced out by the electrons, particularly
low-energy electrons, are subject to the influence of
magnetic fields (in particular, it is necessary to con-
sider the fringing magnetic field in the measurement
region when a magnetic mass spectrometer is used to
select the ions of interest). The corresponding mea-
sures are to arrange a thorough shielding or to care-
fully cancel the fringing magnetic fields. In addition,
the geometric parameters of the analyzer are chosen
such that the Larmor radius of the lowest-energy elec-
tron is quite large in comparison with the characteris-
tic parameters of the electron trajectories. The mag-
netic -field methods used in the early work carried out
to analyze the electron energy distributions in atomic
collisions16 have not been pursued because of the diffi-
culties in localizing these magnetic fields.

2. The electron paths are subject to the influence of
contact potential differences (if they exist) between
various parts of the energy analyzer.

3. A possible effect of surface charge on various
parts of the apparatus must be taken into account.

4. The results may be affected by the emission of
secondary electrons from surfaces under the influence

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the apparatus used to study the
electron energy distributions in collisions of negative ions
and atoms.36 1, 2—Diaphragms allowing passage of the ion
beam; 3—5—diaphragms allowing passage of the electrons;
6—direction in which the ions are moving; 7—chamber with
gaseous target; 8—electron energy analyzer (9 is the obser-
vation angle); 9—system for detecting the primary ion beam;
10—system for detecting electrons subjected to energy analy-
sis; 11—system for unfolding the electron energy spectrum;
C—computer.

of electrons and of the electromagnetic radiation emit-
ted in the atomic collision.

The harmful effects in items 3 and 4 are combatted
by covering the various parts of the analyzers and the
collision chamber with an antiemission coating ("gold
black," soot, etc.), which also eliminates or weakens
the role of contact potential differences. The guiding
electrodes of the analyzers are made of high-transpar-
ency grids, and auxiliary fields are used to confine
secondary electrons. For a correct determination of
the position of the monoenergetic groups on the energy
scale, these positions are compared in the course of an
experiment with the positions of peaks whose energies
are well known from independent experiments carried
out by a different procedure.

5. It is necessary to test the degree of isotropy in the
emission -angle distribution of the emitted electrons.
Here one can make use of studies of the energy distri-
butions of electrons measured at various angles with
respect to the beam of primary particles.

6. If the emission of the electron occurs after a col-
lision, it becomes necessary to consider the influence
of the Doppler effect on the measured energy of an
electron emitted by a moving particle. For this pur-
pose, in studies of the energy distributions a correction
is introduced in accordance with3' (Ref. 47)

- T + 2 Jg- r£obs cos 8.

Here E is the energy of the electron with respect to the
atom or ion from which it is emitted, Eota is the "ob-
servable energy," T is the beam energy, m/M is the
mass ratio of the electron and the beam particle, and 8
is the observation angle, reckoned from the direction
in which the beam particles are moving (Fig. 1). In
these cases, an autoionization state of the atom (or an
autodetachment state of a negative ion) is formed, and
the Doppler effect provides a way for experimentally
determining from which particle (the projectile or tar-
get) the electron was emitted.

2)There is a corresponding picture in collisions involving neu-
tral particles.

3>Gordeev and Orgurtsov48 have analyzed a more complex case.
They studied the effect of the scattering of particles in
atomic collisions on the electron energies being measured.
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7. In high-precision measurements, a possible ef-
fect of the space charge of the particles on the mea-
sured electron energies is taken into account.

8. The electron-energy dependence of the "trans-
parency" of the analyzer with respect to the electrons
must be taken into account.

Some compromise is made among these somewhat
contradictory requirements to suit the particular pur-
poses of the measurements, since there are limitations
on the sensitivity of the apparatus, the intensity of the
primary beams which can be produced at a given colli-
sion energy, and so forth. Several methods are used to
conduct the investigations.

In the earliest studies2-3 of the energy distributions of
the electrons detached in collisions of negative ions
with atoms, a retarding-potential method was used (the
analysis was carried out in a longitudinal electric
field). A potential barrier was produced in the path of
the particles to be analyzed, and only those particles
whose energy was greater than the barrier height on the
energy scale could overcome this barrier. The results
of these measurements were "retardation curves"
which reflected the integral energy distribution

u>(E)= \ p ( E ' ) A E ' (2.5)
E

and which could be compared directly with the theoreti-
cal conclusions. The retarding-potential method was
used in two modifications:

a) A first modification was used in experiments on the
electron energies during the photoionization of a gas
with an analyzer of the Lozier-capacitor type,49-50 with
some refinements. Annular diaphragms (5 in Fig. 2)
singled out electrons moving at an angle of 90°±10°
with respect to the ion beam.

b) A second modification used a highly sensitive
scintillation detector for electrons, operated in the
particle-counting mode. Schematic diagrams of these
analyzers are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for a study of
electrons moving in the direction perpendicular to the
primary beam.

An advantage of the retarding-potential method is that
it can be used to study rather low-energy electrons,
since the path traversed by the low-energy electrons
in the analyzer can be made quite short in comparison
with the Larmor radius of these particles in the res id-

FIG. 2. System for analyzing the electron energy distribu-
tions by the retarding-potential method. 1, 2—Apertures for
the ion beam (or for the beam of fast atoms); 3—direction in
which the primary beam of ions or fast atoms is moving; 4—
collision chamber; 5—diaphragms for selecting the electrons
moving perpendicular to the beam; 6—analyzing grid; 7—
cylindrical collector for the analyzed electrons; 8—guard
electrodes; 9—Faraday cup.

FIG. 3. Apparatus for studying the electron energy distribu-
tions with a scintillation detector. 1—Surface-ionization
source of positive alkali-metal ions; 2—system for forming
and accelerating the ion beam; 3—neutralization chamber;
4—ion beam; 5—ion deflection system; 6—beam of fast neu-
tral atoms (dashed line); 7—collision chambers; 8—system
of grids for the retarding-potential energy analysis of the
electrons; 9—system for accelerating and focusing the ana-
lyzed electrons; 10—scintillator; 11—photomultiplier; 12—
neutral-atom detector; 0—apertures for the particle beams.

ual magnetic field. This method has made it possible
(a) to obtain general information about the electron en-
ergy distributions in the cases studied and on the be-
havior of the distribution as a function of the collision
energy, (b) to obtain data for comparison with theory,
and (c) to discover that monoenergetic groups of elec-
trons are excited in collisions of negative ions with
atoms and to distinguish the relative contribution of
these monoenergetic groups to the distribution. These
results were subsequently supplemented with measure-
ments taken with a transverse-field electrostatic ana-
lyzer.

Some new possibilities for studying the low-energy
part of the electron distribution were used in Ref. 45,
where a time-of-flight electron spectrometer43'51'52 was
connected to a collision chamber (Fig. 4). The proced-
ure here was to measure the time which an electron
with a given energy took to traverse a certain fixed
distance. This method has the advantage that the accu-
racy with which the energy is determined increases as
the electron energy decreases, since the transit time
increases. The difficulties which must be overcome in
the use of this method stem from the fact that with a
long drift volume (50 cm in Ref. 45) the electron tra-

fa\

I Measurement
circuits - C

FIG. 4. Apparatus with a time-of-flight electron energy ana-
lyzer and a position-sensitive detector for detecting scattered
heavy particles. 1—Surface-ionization source; 2—accelera-
tion and focusing system; 3—mass analyzer and Wien filter;
4—collision chamber; 5—scattered heavy particles; 6—
position-sensitive detector using microchannel plates; 7—
time-of-flight electron energy analyzer (L is the baseline);
8—electron detector (channel electron multiplier); 9—magnetic
shields; C—computer.
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jectories are strongly influenced by parasitic magnetic
and electric fields. Their harmful effects may include
not only a distortion of the measured energy but also a
change in the "luminosity" of the analyzer. In the same
apparatus provision was made for studying the scatter-
ing of a beam of heavy particles through small angles
(0-3°). For this purpose, the primary ion beam was
focused through the collision chamber onto a position-
sensitive detector made from a microchannel matrix.
The procedure for studying scattering by means of such
detectors is discussed in the review by Leonas53 and in
the original papers of Refs. 37, 38.

After the monoenergetic groups of electrons were
discovered,2'3 they were studied in a series of experi-
ments29"36 through the use of an electron spectrometer
having a transverse electric field. Cylindrical-capaci-
tor analyzers and plane-electron-mirror analyzers
•were used. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a typi-
cal arrangement.36 Detection of the electrons moving at
various angles with respect to the velocity of the pri-
mary particle beam makes it possible to determine the
degree of isotropy of the distribution. When the mono-
energetic groups are identified, it then becomes possi-
ble to distinguish between the electrons produced by the
fast particles and those produced by the target parti-
cles.

In studies30-34 of the collisions of the negative ions
Br" and C" with gas atoms, a control experiment was
carried out to allow for a possible contribution to the
energy distribution of those electrons which might arise
from collisions of secondary neutral Br (or C) atoms
produced in the reaction (2.3) with the gaseous target.
For this purpose an auxiliary "neutralization chamber"
was used for parallel experiments on the collisions of
neutral Br or C atoms with the gaseous target.

The sensitivity and resolution £/A.Emln of the appa-
ratus have both improved as the experiments have con-
tinued, reflecting a general progress in experimental
apparatus. In the early studies the resolution £/A.EmlB
•was 10, later 15, and the part of the distribution rang-
ing from an electron energy of 0.5 eV and up could be
detected reliably. In more recent studies,4'e.g., in
Refs. 29-36 E/&Emln has reached 100-500, and the po-
sitions of the monoenergetic peaks can be determined
within 0.05-0.8 eV. In a study of low-energy electrons
by De Vreugd,45 the energies of these electrons were
determined within ~0.03-0.05 eV over the range ~0.2-4
eV.

In summary, it may be stated that the data on the en-
ergy distributions obtained from different studies are

41 In principle, data on the energy distributions of the emitted
electrons can be extracted from measurements of the double
differential cross sections <r(8, AE) where 6 is the scattering
angle, and A £ is the energy lost by the fast particle (this
loss can be measured by a time-of-flight method, as Esau-
lov, et a/.54 have done). The resolution of that method,
however, is not yet very high; in measurements of the energy
of the neutral atoms formed during the detachment of an elec-
tron in reaction (2.3), the resolution was A£~ 0.4 and 2 eV
at primary-particle energies of 160 eV and 1 keV, respec-
tively.

in general agreement, within the reported measurement
errors.

3. BASIC THEORY

If we compare the theoretical description of electron
detachment with that for charge exchange, excitation,
excitation transfer, etc., we find that the main distinc-
tion is that these other processes can usually be de-
scribed by considering a finite number of discrete
states of a quasimolecule: a system of two colliding
particles. In the course of the collision, the distance
between the nuclei, R, varies over time; it first falls
to a certain Rmin and then increases to infinity. The en-
ergies of these states—the terms En(R)—are functions
of R, and the processes are described by working from
a diagram of the terms which are important for the giv-
en process. The value of R is specified at each time,
and the state of the system may be thought of as a su-
perposition of the given quasimolecular states. In other
words, each term is assigned a certain amplitude Cn,
and the sum of the square moduli of these amplitudes is
one. If the terms are far apart, the system evolves
adiabatically, and each amplitude remains constant in
modulus, undergoing only a change in phase, described
by

argCn=—j- En At.

A change in the modulus of Cn occurs only when terms
move close together. This closing of terms is de-
scribed by the classical Landau-Zener approximation.1

It is important to note that transitions of this type occur
only in small neighborhoods of certain values of R, at
so-called term pseudocrossings, while outside these
regions, i.e., over the greater part of the collision
time, nonadiabatic transitions do not occur. In all
these cases the mathematical problem which describes
the collision process reduces to a system of a few dif-
ferential equations (in accordance with the number of
states considered). These are either first-order dif-
ferential equations, in the case of fast collisions, in
which the motion of the nuclei can be treated classical-
ly, or they are of second order, in the case of slow
collisions, when the motion of the nuclei is analyzed by
quantum mechanics.

When we look at electron-detachment processes from
the same standpoint, we see a much more complicated
problem. The energy of the emitted electron has a con-
tinuous distribution, and each energy value corresponds
to a wave function of the quasimolecule, so that a de-
scription of the process will require incorporating the
interaction of an infinite number of states. In other
words, an infinite system of equations must be solved.
The usual procedure is to replace this system by a
partial differential equation, tt may therefore be ex-
pected that even the very s implest models for electron
detachment must be constructed from partial differen-
tial equations, for which exact solutions are rare ex-
ceptions.

Models and solutions of this type have, nevertheless
been found, and it has thus been possible to simplify
the problem once again, while still retaining the impor-
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tant features of the process. The description of the de-
tachment of an electron with a low energy which has
been constructed is now just as complete as that for the
interaction of two terms in the Landau-Zener model.1

The system of models which has been constructed cor-
responds to the most important case, in which the term
corresponding to the initial bound state at R = R0 cros-
ses the continuum boundary (i.e., a term of that sys-
tem which has one fewer electron than the initial sys-
tem), and the system becomes unstable and decays,
emitting an electron.

In sufficiently slow collisions the decay occurs near
the continuum boundary; here the electron wave func-
tions have special properties which permit the introduc-
tion of models for the problem, and the problem can be
reduced to an exactly soluable limiting case.

At positive energies, far from the continuum boun-
dary, we can again use the representation of energy
terms, term pseudocrossings, nonadiabatic transitions,
etc., but the electron states of the quasimolecule are no
longer stable and are described by a generally complex
energy,

where r is a measure of the rate of the decay of the
system accompanied by the emission of an electron.
The adiabatic approximation, which deals with the time
evolution of the system, is naturally generalized to this
case: The probability (w) for the "survival" of the sys-
tem as it evolves along one unstable term is given by

o) — exp I — \ r dt I . (4.1)

The fact that the terms become complex at real val-
ues of -R naturally means that the function &(R) must be
investigated over the entire complex R plane. The sim-
plest case which can be dealt with in this way is the col-
lision of a negative ion with an atom.

a) Collision of a negative ion with an atom (the simplest
approximation)

1) Effective cross section. In this case the electron
detachment causes the system of colliding particles to
become neutral, and the slowly decreasing Coulomb
interaction is removed from the interaction of the elec-
tron with the quasimolecule. Figure 5 shows a typical
system of terms for this case; we have plotted the real
and imaginary parts of the energy along different axes.
A term of the AB system plays the role of the continu-
um boundary for the AB" system. A term of the AB"
system sometimes lies below the AB term for all R;
there is no crossing point R0; and the negative ion ex-
ists even in the limit of a combined atom (at R = Q). The
probability for electron detachment is thus exponential-
ly small at low velocities. The simplest example of
this type is a collision of an I" ion with an Ne atom, as
can be seen from both the energy dependence of the
cross section and the energy distribution of the emitted
electrons.38'45 A more common case is that in which
terms of the AB and AB" systems coincide at some R
= R0, and at R<R0 the AB" system has no bound state.

FIG. 5. Sketch of the terms of the system of AB" (solid curve)
and AB (curve with hatching on top) the continuum boundary
for AB". At R<RQ the AB" term is complex; its imaginary
part is plotted along the third axis. Also shown here is the
projection -ImgP(R)= T(R)/2.

The simplest assumption which can be made in this
case is that the system is stable as long as the condi-
tion R>R0 holds, while at R<R0 it slowly decays. In
this case all collisions for which the distance of closest
approach satisfies Rmin>R0 do not lead to decay, while
at Rmiv<R0 the decay probability is one. Afterwards, if
the trajectory can be assumed rectilinear, the electron
detachment cross sections crd will be constant, equal to
aa=vRl. If curvature of the trajectory is taken into ac-
count, on the other hand, i.e., if the condition £0

= £AB_(.R0)*0 is considered [with £AB-(°°) = 0], then at
£0>0 (Fig. 5) the following result is found from conser-
vation of angular momentum8:

ad = n f l 0
! ( l — E f } . (4.2)

The experimental data, for the cases of Br" with He and
I" with He, for example, agree with this dependence.15

Obviously, in the case E<E0 the region R<R0 is never
reached, and the cross section is zero in this approxi-
mation.

If £0<0, the cross section increases with decreasing
energy because of the focusing property of the attrac-
tive potential, according to (4.2).

A determination of R0 requires detailed quantum-me-
chanical calculations; so far, these calculations have
been carried out accurately only for the H^ system.
Smirnov and Firsov10 have proposed a simple method
for determining this quantity by working in the zero-
range approximation for the electron-atom interaction.
The interaction of an electron with atoms A and B is
characterized exclusively by the scattering lengths aA

and aB for the scattering of an electron by these atoms;
these lengths are determined from the scattering cross
section at zero energy or from the electron affinity.
Analysis of the behavior of an electron term in the field
of the two atoms in this approximation easily reveals
that if both aA and aB are positive then one of the terms
merges with the continuum at R0=JaAaB, and the de-
tachment cross section is given approximately by

It should be kept in mind that this cross section is
found only when the negative ion has an electron affinity
lower than that of the particle with which it collides (A"
+ B if aA > aB > 0). If the electron affinities of the two
atoms are very nearly equal, or if an ion and an atom
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of the same element collide, it may be presumed that
both states will be populated equally from the very be-
ginning; alternatively, the states will mix as the parti-
cles close on each other, and the states will be popu-
lated equally even at rather large values of R, greater
than R0. In this case we have

A difference between the detachment cross sections
should arise only at low energies. In principle, this
difference could be used to determine the difference
between the electron affinities of different atoms. If
the colliding atoms have a spin S*0 there will be two
scattering lengths, with total spins S + | and S - \, and
several potential curves will arise for the AB and AB"
systems. The theory of short-range potentials was
generalized to this case back in the original paper by
Smirnov and Firsov, and also in Refs. 57-63. For the
Hg system, for example, the points at which the contin-
uum is entered for the Su and Sg terms turn out to be
(in atomic units)

f(t)\

«„„ = 3.5, = 4.9,

while numerical calculations yield /J0u = 3.2 and R0g

= 6.2. In view of the simplicity of the approximation,
this agreement should be judged satisfactory. A further
improvement of this approximation depends on the fact
that the detachment probability does not immediately
reach a value of one at Rmi^<R0, and at Rmia>R0 it does
not immediately drop to zero; instead, there is a tran-
sition region at Rmi^^R0, whose width increases with
increasing collision energy. It has been shown23'24 that
this "blurring" of the target causes an increase in the
effective cross section at high energies.

2. Energy spectrum of the emitted electrons. In or-
der to construct a simple but realistic model for elec-
tron detachment we must analyze the dynamic behavior
of the system of colliding particles at R~R0. At R^ R0,
R~R0, the electron affinity approaches zero; the single
potential well which the two colliding atoms represent
for a weakly bound electron becomes too shallow; and
the bound state disappears. Over distances much larg-
er than the size of the region occupied by the atoms,
the electron wave function becomes approximately the
same as that in a centrally symmetric field, despite the
asymmetry of the overall potential well. The simplest
case is that in which this state asymptotically becomes
a spherically symmetric S state. On this basis, the
field of the two atoms was replaced by a single potential
well of zero range in Ref. 13, and the motion of the
atoms was replaced by a change in the well depth. In
this approximation the problem was reduced to a time-
dependent radial Schrodinger equation for a free parti-
cle,

(4.3)
*-«•

with the boundary condition

FIG. 6. Time dependence of boundary conditions (4.4), which
simulates the electron detachment process. The change in
the sign of/ at the points ft and t2 corresponds to the attain-
ment of the term R=R0 as the particles close and move apart.
A linear approximation for/ is shown for t^t{ and i^(2;
also shown is the tendency toward -a in the limit t~~<*>, which
corresponds to a free negative ion.

to describe the interaction of an infinite number of
states. Negative values /= -a= const correspond to a
stationary bound state

wp -

with an energy Ea= -of/2. As the atoms close to a dis-
tance R = R0, f ( i ) drops to zero; for motion in the re-
gion R<R0, we have/U)>0. The overall collision is
thus described by the behavior of the function /U),
which is shown in Fig. 6. The critical regions near t
= tt and t-t2 describe the evolution of the system at R
KR0. In this region it is natural to replace the function
f ( t ) by a linear function of t, by setting f(t) = fi(t -<2)
and f(t) = fi(t - 12). The linear approximation of the
function f(t) is based on the fact that this quantity, the
reciprocal of the scattering length, crosses zero
smoothly, changing from negative values to positive, if
the depth of a potential well of the general type is grad-
ually reduced (for long-range forces), so that the bound
state disappears.

For the linear approximation of / the problem can be
solved exactly by Laplace contour integrals. It is con-
venient to replace the electron energy distribution by
the resultant probability w(-E) for finding an electron
with an energy higher than £ (in measurements of the
energy of the emitted electrons by the retarding -poten-
tial method, it is this quantity which is measured).
This quantity may be regarded as the probability for
the "survival" of the ion AB" in the bound state all the
way to the corresponding value R<R0 for which (7AB-
-UAB = E (Fig. 5). Finally, we find the characteristic
dependence

(4.5)

(4.4)

We can also evaluate the probability (w) that electron
detachment will not occur, despite the fact that the sys-
tem spends a time tA-t2 -t^ in the region R<R0. In this
region the electron wave function is a wave packet com-
posed of continuum states and which has corresponding-
ly spread out. The part of the packet remaining after
the spreading is again captured in the potential well as
the atoms move apart and the critical point R=R0 is
reached. If this probability for a return capture is low,
then an estimate yields

at r = Q. Equation (4.3) with boundary condition (4.4) is
a model partial differential equation which can be used

as a dependence characteristic of the spreading of the
wave packet. The parameter /3 can be related to the
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behavior of the terms of the system near R=R0. In this
region the electron affinity depends quadratically on R
-R0 and t -t

PM'-'i)'
2

(R—K,)'
2

AR

Hence
(4.6)

R—R,

where DO= I dR/df is the velocity at which the
atoms close or move apart in the critical region. To
determine the constant c theoretically, i.e., to calcu-
late the terms near R=R0, is a complicated problem
even for the simplest system, H^, but this is the only
parameter in this very simple theory, and it can be de-
termined from experimental data.

b) Further development and refinement of the theory

This approximation was later generalized in several
directions. First, the problem can be solved in the
model of one short-range well [Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4)] by
adopting as the function f ( t ) one which would describe
not only the crossing of the critical region, R=R0, but
also the overall collision. The most natural approxima-
tion in this case is the quadratic approximation:

/ (0 = —at2 + 7, a > 0.

The tendency of f ( t ) toward -<*> in the limits t~ ±°° cor-
responds to an unbounded growth of the electron binding
energy, i.e., to a rapid descent of the term of the AB~
system in the limit /J — °°. Although this property of the
model does not correspond to the actual behavior of the
term, it could not significantly affect the spectrum of
emitted electrons, since in both the model problem and
the real problem the probability for detachment tends
rapidly toward zero in the limits t — ±°°.

At large positive values of y, the regions t~t1 and t
~ t2 are separated substantially by a region of large pos-
itive values of f ( t ) , in which the electron is free [the
usual condition, fy(Q) = Q, is satisfied for the radial wave
function of the free electron; i.e., the case discussed
above holds]. At negative values of y, the function f ( t )
is less than zero everywhere, and the bound state does
not disappear in the course of the collision; this case
was treated by Chaplik.66 As we have already men-
tioned, the electron-detachment probability is exponen-
tially small.

In the case y = 0 the problem can be solved exactly.55

The detachment probability WA and the function u{E),
which is a measure of the electron energy distribution,
are

) = H$% (Z) M/>5 (Z*) - # &' (2*) .

— (2n5/4 e'«/* ... _. ain(n/5)
sin (2=1/5)

f^/Uz),

a; 0.62,

where H(1'2) are the Hankel functions of the first and
second kinds. This intermediate case corresponds to
a trajectory of the particles during the collision such
that the distance of closest approach, Rmiz, is equal to
Ra. The problem cannot be solved analytically for arbi-

trary values of a and y. A numerical solution of this
problem is reported in Ref. 56, where some limiting
cases are also studied.

The smooth decay of the electron-detachment proba-
bility with increasing impact parameter causes a gen-
eral increase in the cross section with increasing ve-
locity. The reason is that the decrease in the cross
section which occurs in the region R<R0 is overlapped
by an increase in the cross section at R>R0, because
of the slower decay of the detachment probability at
high velocities. The application of these arguments to
the case of electron detachment in the collision H" + He
has made it possible to achieve a satisfactory agree-
ment in terms of the energy dependence of the detach-
ment cross section.23 An approximation which is actu-
ally very similar to that described above, and in which
a deviation from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
for the quasimolecule is considered near the critical
point R = R0, was studied by Herzenberg and Ojha.25

They derived similar results for the same case.

Another direction in which this approximation has
been generalized has been to incorporate the finite di-
mensions and asymmetry of the resultant potential well
of the two colliding atoms. In Ref. 14 the two atoms
were replaced by two zero-range wells, separated by a
distance R0, and the motion of the atoms was replaced
by a change in the depth of the well, in such a manner
that the energy levels varied correctly with the time in
the region near the critical region. For two identical
wells this approach made it possible to examine both
the symmetric state (g) and the antisymmetric state (u),
which converts into a p state at large values of r in the
limit £a— 0 and has a nodal plane which runs perpendic-
ular to the axis connecting the nuclei of the atoms. It
turns out that the finite dimensions of the effective po-
tential well did not cause any great changes in the
emitted-electron spectrum, and the zero-range approx-
imation, used in the derivation of Eq. (4.5), is quite
accurate.

The antisymmetric state, which converts into a p
state in the limit R~Ra, r—°°, and also the other states
of the AB" system, which convert into states with high
values of / at the continuum boundary (for example, the
nu, IIg, Ag, and AU terms convert into states with I
= 1,2,3, respectively), are quite different from the Su

and Sg states in that there is an effective centrifugal
potential barrier which prevents the emission of low-
energy electrons. As a result, an approximately sta-
tionary state is formed immediately after emission into
the continuum; r increases with increasing real part of
the energy, more slowly the larger the effective value
of I. For all these cases the derivative E'0 of the elec-
tron affinity £a(.R) with respect to R at the point R0 does
not vanish, in contrast with the £ and Sg terms. It is
this parameter which characterizes the spectrum of
low-energy electrons, produced during the decay of a
states:
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cay of states with large limiting values of / the follow-
ing expression holds:

o)(£) = exp I —-
I' (4.7)

where At is a constant determined by the behavior of
the terms near the point R0. K follows that with in-
creasing I the centrifugal barrier becomes a progres-
sively greater hindrance to the emission of low-energy
electrons, and the average energy of the emitted elec-
trons increases.

The Smirnov-Firsov model of two zero-range wells
yields, in the case of two identical wells, a point R0 (of
entrance into the continuum) only for the antisymmetric
Su state. In this model it is a simple matter to calcu-
late the level width r(R) for all values of R small than
R0. a is thus possible to use expression (4.1) for the
survival probability and to take into account the fact
that the system does not necessarily decay at Rml^<R0-
The result is a decrease in the decay cross section with
increasing velocity of the colliding particles. Calcula-
tions of this type were carried out for the H^ system in
Ref. 60; the results are in satisfactory agreement w ith
experiment. The existence of several problems involv-
ing electron detachment which can be solved exactly
makes it possible to formulate a time-varying general
problem,18 which is apparently the greatest possible
generalization of the Landau-Zener approximation.1

This generalization may be outlined as follows: There
is a system of normalized, orthogonal (i.e., noninter-
acting), unperturbed states which do not depend on the
time. In addition, there is a time-varying perturbation,
which is the operator which performs a projection onto
some specified function <p and which depends linearly on
the time. Geometrically, the system may be described
as a system of "diabatic" horizontal terms and one in-
clined rectilinear term, which intersects all the others
(Fig. 7). The interaction of each of the horizontal terms
and the inclined term is assumed to be constant. If this
interaction is small in comparison with the distance be-
tween the levels, the problem decays into a system of
Landau-Zener pseudocrossings, greatly separated from
each other, and the probability for a transition from
any initial state to any final state can be calculated as
the product of elementary Landau-Zener probabilities.
Analysis of the exact solution of this problem shows,
however, that this method for calculating the probabil-

FIG. 7. Discrete system of adiabatic (heavy lines) and dia-
batic (light lines) terms for the generalized Landau-Zener
approximation. These regions may overlap. The diabatic
states are numbered at ±». A transition between an arbi-
trary initial state and a final state can occur only along a sin-
gle chain of pseudocrossings, and the probability is found as
the simple product of the elementary probabilities.

ity is correct even when the interaction is comparable
to or large in comparison with the distance between
levels, so that the interaction regions overlap. We can
thus take the limit of going to a continuum, by reducing
the distance between levels to zero. In this case we
find precisely that case which holds during electron de-
tachment when a bound state of a quantum system goes
into the continuum, converting into an approximately
stationary state with a definite width (the imaginary
part of the energy) iT/2, and the spectrum of emitted
electrons is found as a consequence of this decay at
various times. It should be emphasized that this ap-
proximation permits an arbitrary interaction between
the inclined level and the continuum; in other words,
the width r can vary in an arbitrary manner over time.
In precisely the same manner, the state density in the
continuum can be arbitrary — we may allow states to
concentrate around certain values of the energy (i.e.,
we may allow approximately stationary states in the
unperturbed continuum) and thereby describe the Lan-
dau-Zener interaction of approximately stationary
states, etc.

It can thus be seen that this class of problems is ex-
tremely broad, and by choosing the free parameters
appropriately we can generate approximate descrip-
tions of not only actual electron-detachment processes
but also other physical processes. In particular, it
may be suggested that this approximation can be used
in the electron theory of the solid state, when there is
a local energy level which goes from the energy gap
into an allowed band upon a change in some slowly
varying parameter.5'

In this approximation, the time -dependent energy op-
erator of the system H(t) is mathematically the sum of
a time -independent operator H0, which describes the
horizontal system of terms, and an operator V(t) (a lin-
ear function of the time), which performs a projection
onto some specified function <p:

H = #»+ «pl-

The general solution of the Schrodinger equation can
then be written as the contour integral

' (gp—£)" I f)
(cp I (ff0 — £)-' ! if)

exp -
(4.8)

where the integration contour is determined by the in-
itial condition, as it ordinarily is in the Laplace meth-
od. For a purely discrete spectrum in the natural rep-
resentation, the operator H is

H--

•p< A, h, ...
0 0
J,. 0

where the parameters X characterize the horizontal
(diabatic) terms, while the parameters ht characterize
the interaction of these terms with the diabatic term E

. 7).

5)The abstracts of the last International Conference on the
Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions97 contain a de-
scription of a theoretical approach similar to that taken here
and apparently slightly more general.
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The argument of the exponential function [Eq. (4.6)]
may be regarded as an integral of the complex energy
which has been integrated by parts:

= — t(E)dE,

where t(E) is the inverse of the function E(t). After this
transformation, the spectrum of emitted electrons is no
longer described by the expression

a (E) = I exp ( - \ }' T ((') df ) d£,

which holds only at small values of F; it is now de-
scribed by

which holds for arbitrary relationships between E and
T (aside from the case E = const, which gives us an or-
dinary dispersion distribution only in the case of some
particular limit).61*71 In the simplest of the cases dis-
cussed above, we have

4 V 2 r.3/2 \- -fi= — -HT-, t = p ' (/ — 2K, <»(£) = e x p ^ — -

It is a simple matter to derive in a similar way Eq.
(4.7) in the case 1*0. The spectrum of low-energy
electrons near the continuum boundary is thus found
from some extremely simple formulas describing the
behavior of the complex energy as a function of the
time. The problem of finding an effective approximate
method in the electron-detachment problem essentially
reduces to the search for an approximate quantum mod-
el in which the complex energies of the approximately
stationary states (the poles of a Green's function) near
the origin on the energy plane depend on the time in the
same manner as for a real system of colliding parti-
cles. The behavior of the poles far from the origin is
inconsequential for the low-energy part of the electron
spectrum.

The general approach outlined above for dealing with
processes involving the interaction of a single state and
of a system of noninteracting states has made it possi-
ble to derive a general theory for ionization in slow
collisions of atoms when the energy of the emitted elec-
tron is low.17 In this case the unperturbed operator H0

describing the noninteracting system of terms must be
chosen to be the energy of the electron in the Coulomb
field of the quasimolecular ion which remains after the
ionization. Another natural suggestion, which holds in
the case of a low electron energy, is that in the well,
far from the turning point, all the hydrogen-like wave
functions of both the discrete and continuous spectra
differ by only a coefficient, for a given value of I , and
can be expressed approximately in terms of Bessel
functions (at zero energy, this expression becomes ex-
act). Figure 8 shows a general picture of the continu-
um, of the Rydberg levels, and of a term which has in-
teracted with them. This theory describes the interac-
tion in the vicinity of R~R0, where the diabatic term
(indicated by the dashed line) goes into the continuum.
An infinite series of Landau-Zener pseudocrossings

FIG. 8. Sketch of the adiabatic (heavy curves) and diabatic
terms in the case of Ionization. An infinite system of pseudo-
crossings with a Bydberg series of high-energy states of the
AB molecule is shown In the continuum, R < H0, the width T
does not tend toward zero in the limit R -~R0. The parameter
L is the interval over which the principal number (the quan-
tum defect) changes by 1/2, the same for all pseudocrossings.

arises in this region. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that as
R changes, and the region of R0 is crossed along the
adiabatic term, the effective quantum number, a mea-
sure of the binding energy [£=-(l/2)w2], changes by
one. Denoting by L the interval in which n changes by
one half, we find an expression for the integrated elec-
tron spectrum in the final state:

/ «n (4'9)
<o = <o 0 exp( —jj-j,

where w0 is the probability for the system to reach the
energy £ = 0 in the course of motion along the inclined
term, and v is the radial velocity of the colliding par-
ticles in the vicinity of R~R0. This expression also
holds at negative energies, as long as the Rydberg lev-
els lie close to each other, and the stepped nature of
the integrated spectrum in the discrete region is not
obvious. In this approximation we can clearly see the
characteristic "blurring" of the boundary between the
discrete and continuous spectra, caused by the attrac-
tive Coulomb field.

Along with the time-varying problems involving the
interaction of one term with a system of terms or with
a continuum, in which the energy operator depends ex-
plicitly on the time, the approximation described above
can also be used to treat the relative motion of the
atoms from the quantum-mechanical standpoint.18 This
approach becomes necessary if the energy of the collid-
ing particles is comparable to the energy of the emitted
electrons, so that energy conservation and the bounded-
ness of the electron spectrum must be taken into ac-
count. In the time-varying approximation, there is no
high-energy bound on the electron spectrum.

Corresponding results for the spectrum of emitted
electrons were reported in Ref. 58. So far, however,
we have no experimental data on the electron distribu-
tions in this range, and we will not discuss these calcu-
lations here. In the high-energy limit they predict the
same spectra as are predicted by the time-varying ap-
proximation in which the distance between the nuclei,
R, is treated as a classical time-dependent parameter.

4. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

The major region in which theory can be compared
with experiment is the low-energy part of the electron
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FIG. 9. Integral electron spectra3 co(£) for CI", He. 1—
T = 300eV; 2—500; 3—1000; 4—2750; 5—experimental re-
sults45 for T=2000 eV.

spectrum. It is there that the wave functions and the
complex energies have their simplest time dependence,
although the theory does not allow us to derive rigor-
ously, from general considerations, the interval of
electron energies in which the basic equations are ap-
plicable. We may nevertheless expect that the equations
for the low-energy part of the spectrum, which includes
a large fraction of the emitted electrons, are applicable
over the energy interval from zero up to a value of the
order of the electron affinity for the negative ion.
From this point of view, the range of applicability is
broader for the detachment of an electron from the
halogen ions F", Cl", Br", and I" than from, for ex-
ample, the ions of alkali metals, for which the electron
affinities are a few tenths of an electron volt. The pri-
mary theoretical dependence to be tested is the depen-
dence of the integrated spectrum on the energy and ve-
locity of the collision. Using (4.5) and (4.6), we find
that if we plot the electron energy, raised to the three
halves power and divided by the collision velocity,
along the abscissa, and if we plot the logarithm of the
intensity of the integrated spectrum along the ordinate,
we find a universal straight line which holds for all
collision energies. This dependence holds very well in
several cases. Figure 9 shows, in ordinary scale, the
integrated spectra (retardation curves) for Cl'-t-He col-
lisions at three collision energies. Figure 10 shows the

FIG. 10. The same as In Fig. 9, but here the abscissa scale
Is proportional to A3'2 and the ordinate scale to logai. The
theory predicts a linear dependence. The "sizes" of the ex-
perimental points approximately reflect the error due to the
change in scale.

FIG. 11. The same as iu Fig. 10, but here the abscissa scale
is proportional to £3/2/ (T0/ T)1/2. T0 =

 J°°° eV- According to
the theory, all the lines should coincide. Shown for compari-
son, by the dashed curves, are results obtained for T = T/,
when the abscissa scales are El and E2. There is a clear de-
viation of the dashed curves from the straight lines, confirm-
ing the power E3^ in the argument of the exponential function.

same results, but as a plot of InoX^) against E3/2. Fin-
ally, the quantity plotted along the abscissa in Fig. 11
is £3/2(T0/T1/2). We see that the change in scale which
we made in going from Fig. 9 to Fig. 10 caused the
curves to straighten out, and in going from Fig. 10 to
Fig. 11 all the curves came to conform to a common
straight line, within an error comparable to the exper-
imental error. In order to show that the energy expo-
nent of 3/2 actually follows from the experimental data,
we have plotted results for a collision energy T=2750
eV for three abscissa scales in Fig. 11: -B1, E3>2, and
Ez. The E1 and E2 scales result in a substantial devia-
tion of the experimental curve from a straight line.
Figure 12 is a corresponding plot for Br" + He colli-
sions.

The real situation, we might note, is generally much
more complicated than the approximate calculations of
this section of the paper. For a collision of a negative
halogen ion with an inert gas, for example, the halogen
is left in a p state after electron detachment. There are
accordingly two terms in the neutral quasimolecule (SL

and II terms), two continuum boundaries, two critical
points (R'0 and R%), and two possible decay modes of a
quasimolecular ion in the S state. The angular momen-
tum of a weakly bound electron is zero for one mode (S
- S) and unity for the other (S - n). Comparison with

0 - W 1.5 2J> 2.5
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experiment shows that for Cl"+He collisions the inter-
action of the term of the molecular ion with the n term
is weak, while that with the S term is strong. To the
best of our knowledge, no corresponding theoretical
calculations have been carried out. In principle, there
might be a superposition of two electron spectra with
comparable interactions, or there might be a nearly
pure S-n interaction, with a corresponding spectral
shift toward higher energies.

In collisions of the A " + A type there are equal proba-
bilities for the occupation of two terms of a quasimole-
cule: terms which are symmetric and antisymmetric
with respect to the plane passing halfway between the
atoms. Correspondingly, two critical term-crossing
points appear. For the H" + H system we must consider
the two terms Sg and Su and two states of the neutral
system, S1 and S3, with a zero total spin (the ground-
state term of the molecule, S1) and with a unit total
spin (the repulsive triplet term, S3). The simple rela-
tionship r~£ ' t < 3 / 2 ) holds (for l*Q) in all cases at suf-
ficiently small values of E near the critical point.
From this standpoint, the expressions in (4.5) and (4.7)
are also universal expressions at sufficiently small
values of E. As mentioned earlier, however, it is dif-
ficult to evaluate the range of applicability of this de-
pendence, and at the present stage of the relationship
between theory and experiment it would be most natural
to determine this region empirically. In general, the
increase in T slows with increasing E, and in the limit
.R—0, as the system approaches a spherically symmet-
ric combined atom, we can expect a decrease in r due
to an increase in the overall symmetry of the system.

These arguments can be used to analyze the differen-
tial electron-detachment spectra found in Ref. 45. Fig-
ure 13 compares the spectrum of electrons emitted at
an angle of 90° from the direction of the incident beam
with the theoretical curve for Cl" + He collisions.

The slight oscillations in the experimental distribu-
tion apparently could result from interference effects
averaged over the impact parameter. These oscilla-
tions should be seen most clearly in the "triple" differ-
ential cross section, for which the scattering angle of
the heavy particles, the electron emission, and the
electron emission angle are all fixed. In other words,
we are approaching a "complete" experiment: an exact
specification of the initial and final states of the sys-

/>(£)
, flr

r= 2000 eV

FIG. 13. Comparison of the theoretical results (4, 7), with
/ = 0, with experimental results45 for the pair CLT, He.
7=2000 eV. The decaying low-energy part of the spectrum
predicted by the theory is clearly shown. The experimental
data are shown In arbitrary units. The theoretical and experi-
mental curves were drawn to coincide at the peak.

C, eV

FIG. 14. The same as in Fig. 13, but for the pair Cl~, Ar.
T=2000 eV. The theoretical curves are drawn for 1 = 0 and
1=1 [Eq. (4.7)].

tern. The agreement with the results found previously
by Bydin3 can be judged on the basts of the figure. The
cross section for electron emission integrated over
emission angle will contain no traces of interference
effects and should be described better by Eqs. (4.5) and
(4.7). In this case we can achieve a satisfactory agree-
ment between the theoretical expression and experi-
ment by adjusting a single parameter, which deter-
mines the position of the maximum. Unfortunately, no
spectra are given in Ref. 45 for other collision ener-
gies; the theory unambiguously predicts a change in the
spectrum in this case. For some other pairs, Cl"+Ar
and Cl" + Kr, the spectral shape is described more
poorly by Eq. (4.5), apparently because the two decay
modes corresponding to 1 = 0 and Z = l make comparable
contributions. The rising part of the spectrum shows
that the case Cl"+Ar (Fig. 14) is described better by
(4.7) with Z = l, while the case Cl~ + Kr in fact corre-
sponds better to / = 2 (Fig. 15). The theoretical formu-
las predict a faster decay of the spectrum at high elec-
tron energies, which clearly indicates a slowing of the
increase in the level width in comparison with the low-
energy dependence r~.£'*<3/2).

The basic distinction between the spectra of electrons
emitted in collisions of neutral atoms or positive ions
is that the argument of the exponential function always
contains the energy raised to the first power. In con-
trast with the case of negative ions, therefore, the dif-
ferential energy spectrum does not tend toward zero as
the electron energy does. The reason is that in the ab-
sence of a long-range Coulomb interaction between the
emitted electron and the quasimolecule the state density
of the continuum tends toward zero at low energies (the
more rapidly, the larger is I), while in the case of a
long-range Coulomb interaction the continuum boundary
becomes "smeared" (as mentioned earlier), and the in-

FIG. 15. The same as in Figs. 13 and 14, but for the pair
Cl", Kr. r = 2000eV. The theoretical curve is drawn for
1 = 2 [Eq. (4.7)1.
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FIG. 16. Experimental results on the integral spectrum
in the K, Ne ionization. 1— T=700eV; 2—1260; 3—2350.
background current is shown for the energy r = 2350 eV.

The

teraction of the bound state with the continuum does not
weaken in the limit £-0. Figure 16 shows integrated
electron spectra for K + Ne collisions at various ener-
gies.19 If these experimental points are plotted as the
logarithm of the intensity against the electron energy,
divided by the square root of the collision energy, we
find the result shown in Fig. 17, i.e., a universal
straight line, within the experimental errors.

Although this good agreement between theory and ex-
periment is observed for only a few pairs of colliding
atoms, the very fact that these "pure" cases exist is
important. In all other cases (see Fig. 22 below) there
is an initial (low-energy) descending part of the spec-
trum, where the theory applies, while the subsequent
deviations occur because other decay channels come in-
to play, because the increase in T(R) slows down, be-
cause of an interaction with other autoionization states,
etc.

5. AUTOIONIZATION STATES AND THEIR
EXCITATION; MONOENERGETIC GROUPS OF
ELECTRONS

Excitation of autoionization states plays an important
role in atomic collisions and has been the subject of
many studies. The results of these studies are periodi-
cally summarized in specialized reviews (Ref. 28 and
73-76, respectively).

logulf)

FIG. 17. Comparison of the data of Fig. 16 with the theory.
The quantity E^ITTT^is plotted along the abscissa for T0=1260
eV; the quantity logcolE) is plotted along the ordinate. The
theory predicts that all the data should conform to a common
curve.
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FIG. 18. The integral spectrum3 w(E)for I", Ne at an energy
T=1000 eV and the "high-energy" parts of o>(£) for I", He at
T=1000 eV and for I", Ar and I" Kr. The retarding potential
E, in volts, is plotted along the abscissa; the ordinate scale
is arbitrary. The stably descending high-energy parts of the
curves indicate excitation of autodetachment states. AO
(dashed curve)—position of the monoenergetic peak observed
in the differential distribution in Ref. 3, associated with the
excitation of an autodetachment state of the I" ion.

The first experimental indication of the excitation of
autodetachment states of negative ions in collisions with
atoms6' came from Ref. 3. For collisions of the nega-
tive ions I" with He,Ar,Kr atoms, a monoenergetic
group of electrons with an energy in the interval 6-7 eV
was observed. These electrons were a consequence of
the excitation of autodetachment states7' of I" ions (Fig.
18). The intensity of this monoenergetic group in-
creased with increasing collision energy (Fig. 19).
Bydin3 also observed that the conditions for the excita-
tion of this monoenergetic group and its intensity were
not determined exclusively by the kinetic energy of the
relative motion of the two particles. There is a certain
selectivity in the excitation: a dependence on the par-
ticular properties of the colliding particles and on the
particular combination of particles.8' In this sequential

61 The excitation of autoionization states in collisions of neutral
particles was first observed in a study16 of the collisions of
inert gas atoms.

7'ln one of the recent papers35 devoted to autodetachment states
of negative ions, a careful study was made of this energy
range for this case, and a tentative identification of autode-
tachment states was offered (Fig. 20).

8)It is interesting to note the anomalous features in the depen-
dence of the conditions for the excitation of the monoener-
getic groups on the nature of the particular particles involved,
as observed in Ref. 34 for collisions of Br" ions with He and
Ar. In the Br", He case, monoenergetic groups were de-
tected which corresponded to both autodetachment states of
Br" and autoionization states of the neutral Br atoms. In the
Br", Ar case, on the other hand, only the Br" autodetachment
peaks were observed. As mentioned in Ref. 28, this fact has
yet to be explained satisfactorily.
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FIG. 19. Sketch of the formation of the electron energy distri-
bution with a change in the energy of the relative motion, W
(electron volts). I" ions in He; the 6 cross section in arbi-
trary units. AO—Excitation function of the monoenergetic
electron group at £ = 6.41 eV, associated with the excitation
of an autodetachment state of the I" ion. The large "sail"
characterizes the dependence of the spectrum of the monoen-
ergetic electron group on the energy of the colliding particles.
The small " sail" corresponds to the excitation of a monoen-
ergetic electron group.

transition from the I", He pair to the cases of heavier
inert gases, for example, this group was essentially
not observed for the l",Ne pair; it reappeared again in
the I",Ar and I",Kr cases. The first indication of this
manifestation of the individual properties of the collid-
ing particles in collisions of a negative ion with an atom
came from Ref. 8, where an anomalous magnitude and
an anomalous behavior were observed for the total
electron-detachment cross sections for I",Ne colli-
sions9' (Fig. 21). Some recent measurements45'77 of the
differential cross sections for collisions, carried out
with a position-sensitive detector, also revealed some
anomalous results for the I",Ne pair. The investiga-
tors ascribed the anomalous results to the lack of a
crossing of the potential curves for P + Ne X'S and I
+ NeX2S.

In a subsequent series of studies,29"36 the primary
purpose was to learn more about the autodetachment
states by observing and identifying these monoenergetic
groups.

The results was the appearance of a new research
field: the collisional spectroscopy of negative ions.

Table I, from Ref. 28, shows some data on the auto-
detachment states which have been observed.

With regard to the nature of these states, it was
stated in Ref. 28-36 that they can be classified as

9> Several anomalous features have also been observed in the
detachment of electrons in collisions of negative alkali-metal
ions with inerg-gas atoms, e.g., for the pairs Li", He and
Na", Ne (Ref. 11).

°~
I]D -O

5 7

FIG. 20. Part of the energy distribution of the electrons
emitted in I", He collisions according to the measurements
of Ref. 35 with a high energy resolution. The energy of the
beam ions is T = 2 keV. The intensity of the main peak (1),
observed in Refs. 2 and 3, is reduced by a factor of ten. A
tentative identification of the initial and final states of I" and I
is offered in Ref. 35.

doubly excited states with predominant nlnl configura-
tions (for a positively charged core). The most intense
line usually corresponds to the lowest possible state,
ns2. An exceptional case is the excitation of various
states of the 2s2p6 subshell for O". Many of the states
listed in Table I have been independently determined
theoretically for C", O", andCl", and they have also
been determined experimentally by other methods (the
H"-electron resonance).

It has thus proved possible to use collisions of heavy
particles as a convenient method for exciting autode-
tachment states of negative ions. As shown in Ref. 28,
several systems which could not be studied by the elec-
tron-resonance technique turned out to be amenable to
study by this method.

Since the data in Table I were found from experiments
which have so far been carried out for a comparatively
few negative ions and over a rather narrow interval of
collision energies, there is the hope that the collision
method will make it possible to observe many other
autodetachment states for various negative ions.

In collisions of fast neutral atoms with atoms, there
is the possibility that monoenergetic groups of electrons
will be excited, in addition to the group of "slow elec-
trons," with energies ranging from zero to several
electron volts (and whose formation was discussed in
the preceding section of this paper). Study of the elec-
tron spectra in collisions of neutral atoms was begun in
Ref. 16, which we have already mentioned. The ap-
proach there was to study the collisions of the pairs
(He,He), (Ne.Ne), (Ar,Ar) , (Kr.Kr), and (Xe,Xe) over
the energy range from 300 to 3000 eV in the laboratory

r,Ar

I ; H S

0 200 •,::• sjj son woo
W,eV

FIG. 21. "Anomalously" small detachment cross section for
the I", Ne Pair, in comparison with the corresponding cross
sections for I", He; I", Ar; and I", Kr.
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TABLE I. Autodetachment states of negative ions observed
by the excitation method during collisions.

Ion

H-

c-
o-

State
energy,
eV

9.59±0.03
9.76±0.03
7.44±0.07
9.50±0.02

10.11±0.02
10.87±0.02
12. 12 ±0.02
13.71±0.02

Refer-
ence

26

30

31, 3G

Ion

F-
ci-

Br-

State
energy,
eV

14.85±0.04
8.53±0.05
9.15±0.05
9.97±0.04

12.09±0.06
7.39±0.06
7.84 ±0.06
8.85±0.06

Refer-
ence

32

33

34

Ion

I-

State
energy,
eV

6.41±0.06
6.75±0.06
7.15±0.06
8.06±0.06

Refer-
ence

35

frame. The low resolution of the apparatus, however,
made it difficult to interpret the results. Systematic
study of the electron spectra in collisions of the alkali
metal atoms Na,K,Rb,Cs (which have low ionization
potentials10') with inert-gas atoms was begun in Ref. 19
and continued in Refs. 78-82. Study of the electron
spectra in collisions of neutral particles was continued
in later papers by several investigators. As a result of
this work it became possible to link the appearance of
the monoenergetic groups with the excitation of autoion-
ization states of the projectile and target particles. The
major thrust of these studies was an effort to identify
the autoionization states. It should be noted that there
is a selectivity in the excitation of monoenergetic
groups, which was followed in a study of collisions in-
volving alkali metal atoms. This selectivity—a depen-
dence of the excitation conditions on the particular
properties of the colliding particles—can be illustrated
by Fig. 22, which shows integral electron spectra for
collisions of an alkali metal atom with an inert-gas
atom. We see that the excitation conditions are deter-
mined by not only the kinetic energy of the relative mo-
tion but also the particular combination of particles.
This selectivity of the excitation process may apparent-
ly be characteristic of collisions of heavy particles at
comparatively low energies, at which only the outer
shells of the particles are involved in their interac-
tions.11'

In some cases, over the ranges of conditions studied,
it has been found that the number of particles in the
monoenergetic groups can be a large fraction of the total
number of emitted electrons (40%, for example, for
the case of Rb, He at an energy T= 3 keV).

The appearance of monoenergetic groups can also be
linked with a peculiar process observed80 for the Rb,Ar
case. This process is a close analog of Penning ioniza-
tion [the excitation of one particle (Ar) to a state below
the ionization limit and the "Penning ionization" of the
other particle (an Rb atom), accompanied by the emis-
sion of monoenergetic electrons (Fig. 22)]. The appear-
ance of a group of electrons with an energy of about 7
eV (7.2 eV according to a later study84) has been as-
cribed to this process. This process has also been ob-

""This case corresponds better to the assumptions embodied
in the theory of Ref. 17.

^'Anomalies observed in studying cross sections for ionization
of alkali atoms colliding with inert gas atoms are correlated
with the selectivity of the process of excitation of autoioniza-
tion states.

served for other pairs of particles, e.g., He,He and Ar,
Ar (Ref. 85).

The study of the excitation functions of the monoener-
getic groups in collisions of neutral particles is com-
plicated by the difficulties in accurately measuring the
intensity of the primary beam of fast atoms. An excita-
tion function of a monoenergetic group observed for the
Ar.Ar pair by Gerber et al.B6 corresponds to the Lan-
dau-Zener model [for the transition Ar(3s,3p6,4s)1S
- Ar*(3s2, 3p5) +e~ the energy of the electrons in the
group is £=9.4 eV]. Many of the observed excitation
functions, however, are not consistent with this model
and are more complex; they may become the subject of
future research.

As has been mentioned in several papers (Ref. 28, for
example), study of the electron spectra in collisions in-
volving heavy particles is becoming a convenient tool
for purely spectroscopic research. This method pre-
sents the experimentalist some opportunities not avail-
able in methods based on electron-atom collisions and
studies of photoabsorption. By using projectile parti-
cles with various atomic-core configurations and with
various spins, and by making use of the selectivity of
the excitation process, it becomes possible to "turn on"
or "off" the excitation of certain particular levels,
which can be chosen by the experimentalist [the pri-
mary limitation in this approach in collisional spectro-
scopy is the limited energy resolution, associated with
the kinematics of the collision (see the section "Exper-
imental Procedure"), primarily the Doppler broading].
On the whole, study of the monoenergetic groups, iden-
tification of these groups, study of the angular depen-
dences, and measurements of the peak widths have be-
come a rapidly growing field of activity in the physics
of atomic collisions.

From the theoretical standpoint, the excitation of
autoionization and autodetachment states results from
a crossing or pseudocrossing of two or several unstable
states far from the continuum boundary. The theory for
such crossings is a natural generalization of the Lan-
dau-Zener theory for bound states and also other cases:
the Nikitin case,87 the Nikitin-Demkov case (Ref. 88),
transitions resulting from a rotation of the axis con-
necting the nuclei, etc.1'89 For unstable states of a
quasimolecule, it may be possible to derive a theory of
transitions completely analogous to the theory for
bound states. From the experimental standpoint, these
transitions are in fact "more observable," since even
the motion of the system along a single quasistationary
term is reflected in the electron spectrum. At the
term crossing points, structure may be observed in the
spectrum; there may be an interference of electron
spectra; etc. One example of this interference was ob-
served in Ref. 90 for two groups of autoionization peaks
in K* + Ar collisions. Both groups oscillated, out of
phase, as functions of the collision energy (Fig. 23),
proving that the oscillations are of an interference na-
ture.

The correlation between the structure in the differen-
tial and total scattering cross sections, on the one
hand, and the beginning of the excitation of some elec-
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FIG. 22. Integral spectra82 o>(£) for collisions of alkali metal atoms with inert gas atoms for various energies in the laboratory
frame (T, electron volts) and in the c. m. frame (W, electron volts). The retardation potential, E in volts, is plotted along the
abscissa. The ordinate scales are the same for all curves [o>(0) = 100%].

tron energy groups, on the other hand, indicates that
these phenomena have a common cause: the beginning
of an overlap of electron shells, which gives rise to a
change in the behavior of the terms and to a crossing of
the terms at strictly determined distances between the
nuclei, R.

Along with the electron spectra which have a clearly
defined low-energy part, in agreement with the theory
in Section 3, or which have clearly defined autodetach-
ment monoenergetic groups, there are a few ion-atom
and atom-atom pairs whose spectra have a high-energy
part which decays anomalously slowly; some examples
areI" ,Ne; Rb.Ne; andK,Ne. These anomalous spec-
tral features are accompanied by anomalous features in
the total cross sections; for I",Ne, for example, the
cross section at a given energy is roughly an order of
magnitude lower than that for other inert gases. For
I",Ne there is reason to believe that the I",Ne and I, Ne
terms do not cross at all, so that the excitation of un-
stable quasimolecular states occurs with a lower prob-
ability.

FIG. 23. Oscillations of the excitation functions (in arbitrary
units) of the groups of electrons with the energies £= 14. 7 eV
(upper curve) and £ = 12.8 eV (lower curve). The independent
variable is the reciprocal of the collision velocity. The equi-
distant rule holds, and the oscillations are out of phase (the
pair K*, Ar).

The high-energy part of the electron spectrum may be
a consequence of the survival and stabilization of mo-
lecular orbitals as the atomic particles close on each
other. The conversion of a comparatively large frac-
tion of the kinetic energy of the colliding particles into
electron-excitation energy becomes a significant possi-
bility. This type of energy conversion is usually great-
ly hindered by the large mass ratio of the electrons
and atoms, and a search for processes which effective-
ly populate the highly excited unstable states may be of
definite practical interest. The stretching out of the
high-energy part of the spectrum may be a consequence
of a pseudocrossing of an unstable ground term with
another, more stable, term. The interaction between
these terms is such that there is a significant probabil-
ity for the system to transfer to this term and to sur-
vive down to smaller values of R, where this term be-
comes prominent, and higher-energy electrons are
emitted. (If this term is extremely narrow, the quasi-
molecule will survive until the particles fly apart, and
autoionization peaks will appear in the spectrum.)
Dalidchik and Ivanov62 have offered a corresponding ex-
planation for anomalous spectra.

6. ISOTOPIC EFFECT

When we turn to collisions of atoms, ions, and mole-
cules which differ only in isotbpic composition, we find
that all the potential curves, pseudocrossings, critical
distances, widths of autoionization states and autode-
tachment states, etc., remain the same for the differ-
ent isotopes. All the differences in the effective cross
sections and the spectra of the emitted electrons stem
from the dynamics of the relative motion of the nuclei
of different masses, without changes in the electron
terms. We can therefore draw certain qualitative con-
clusions even when the quantitative behavior of the
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terms is not known—solely on the basis of the isotopic
effect.

An isotopic effect for the total ionization cross sec-
tions was discovered in Ref. 91 and observed later in
Ref. 39, Specific measurements of the effect for the
spectra of electrons emitted in collisions of alkali met-
al atoms with H2 and D2 molecules were carried out in
Ref. 92. The combination of a heavy projectile (an al-
kali atom) with a light target (K.Rb.Cs; H2,D2) made it
possible to attain a rather low collision energy in the
c.m. frame (10-20 eV) and permitted accurate mea-
surements of the threshold region for a rather high en-
ergy of the alkali metal atoms (250-500 eV).

There are two possible limiting cases for the depen-
dence of the cross section and spectra of the emitted
electrons on the isotopic composition. The simplest
limit is that of fast collisions, where at all values of
the impact parameter pertinent to the process the tra-
jectories of the projectile particle are nearly rectilin-
ear. We are also assuming that the target particle
(atom or molecule) remains essentially fixed during
the collision. It is then obvious that all the electron
transitions, including the detachment of an electron or
ionization, will go identically at given velocities of the
projectile particle, regardless of the isotopic composi-
tion of the projectile and the target, ft is also obvious
that we must regard as inconsequential those collisions
which are nearly head-on collisions, in which the tra-
jectory is noticeably distorted (and differently for nu-
clei of different masses). In other words, this range of
impact parameters, which narrows with increasing en-
ergy, must make a. negligibly small contribution.

On the other hand, at low energies, near the thresh-
old, where detachment or ionization requires that the
system evolve along a nonstationary repulsive term of
the quasimolecule, the emission of an electron with a
given energy E occurs only when a critical internuclear
distance R0 is reached. Near the threshold, this dis-
tance can be attained only in nearly head-on collisions,
in which nearly all the energy of the relative motion of
the nuclei, W, is converted into the potential energy of
the electron term and of the Coulomb repulsion of the
nuclei at the instant of closest approach. The position
of the threshold in the effective cross section for a giv-
en energy of the emitted electrons therefore depends
only on W, not on the isotopic composition. With in-
creasing distance from the threshold, only the radial
part of the energy W can convert into potential energy;
the relative importance of nearly head-on collisions
falls off; and there is a gradual transition to a depen-
dence of the cross section only on the velocity v.

The ionization cross section measurements of Ref. 91
yield values of the order of 10"17 cm2, which are small

TABLE II.

0 2 4 B 8 f,eV

FIG. 24. Isotopic effect in the electron energy distribution.

in comparison with the sizes of atoms. There are two
ways to interpret this result: Either the process goes
with a low probability over a broad range of impact pa-
rameters ("a big but transparent target"), or it goes
with a high probability in a narrow interval of impact
parameters ("a small but dense target"). In the first
case the cross sections and spectra must have been
identical for identical velocities of the colliding parti-
cles, regardless of the isotopic composition. In the
second case, we must be more or less approaching a
case in which the cross sections (especially the thresh-
olds in the cross sections) depend on W alone. Table II
shows that the thresholds Tth (the "practical" thresh-
olds, where the cross section, falling off sharply with
the energy, becomes comparable to the experimental
error) for two atom-molecule pairs for which measure-
ments were made are in fact nearly the same for H2 and
D2. The last column of this table shows the ionization
potential of the alkali metal, i.e., the theoretical
threshold for the process, which lies well below the
practical threshold.

The electron spectra for K, H2 and K,D2 (Fig. 24)
agree better with each other at a given value of Wthan
at given values of v (or T). Measurements for a given
projectile-target pair thus directly indicate the second
possibility: a short critical distance and a "small but
dense target" for the ionization (Fig. 25).

The measurements of Ref. 91 and 92 were carried
out in an energy range where the cross section is in-
creasing with the energy and has not reached the maxi-
mum, in which case we could expect the cross section
to depend only on the velocity. For the pair K, H2, how-
ever, the measurements were pursued to the point at

Pair

Cs, H,
Cs, D2

nn.ev

740
360

W, eV

11.0
10.5

V,, eV

3,89
3.89

Pail

Rb, K,
Rb, D,

Tth.'V

490
280

W, eV

11.2
12,5

K/,eV

4.18
4.18

FIG. 25. Isotopic effect for the ionization cross sections; be-
havior near the threshold.
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FIG. 26. Isotopic effect for the ionization cross sections.
1 —K, H2; 2—K, D2.

which a transition to a maximum or at least to a slower
increase in the cross section was found (Fig. 26). It is
important to note that this bending of the curve occurs
at the same velocity for H2 and D.,, again in confirma-
tion of the theory. Strictly speaking, the cross sections
should have become identical in this case. It may be
that a small absolute error was made in the measure-
ments, in the determination of the pressure of the tar-
get gas (H2 or D2) and that the cross sections for v
> 1 • 107 cm/s are in fact more nearly equal.

Finally, we note that the isotopic effect is seen most
clearly in the resonant dissociative capture of an elec-
tron:

i—*AB (vibrational excitation) + e, (l)

(0) e + AB-^AB--»A + B + e, (2)
UA-+B, (3)

where the 0—1, 0 — 2 , and 0 — 3 processes are compet-
ing.

During the breakup of the unstable quasimolecule
AB", the inverse decay occurs, and if the probability
for the process 0— 3 is small in comparison with those
for 0 — 2 and 0 — 1 then / T&t depends strongly on the
breakup time and correspondingly on the reduced mass
of the colliding particles, i.e., on the isotopic compo-
sition. This effect was predicted theoretically93 and ob-
served experimentally94 almost simultaneously for the
collisions e + H2 and e+D2; the cross section for D2 is
much smaller than that for H2. A large isotopic effect
of the same nature has been observed for various sim-
ple organic and deuterated molecules.95 The process
under consideration here differs only in the initial and
final channels ( 1 — 2 ) , goes through the same intermedi-
ate state, and is thus closely related to resonant disso-
ciative capture.

CONCLUSION

It can be concluded from the results covered in this
review that a study of the spectra of the electrons
emitted in collisions of atoms and ions yields informa-
tion about the interactions of atomic systems which
cannot be obtained by other methods. These spectra
actually make it possible to study quasimolecular terms
which are unstable with respect to electron detachment

both at the boundary between the discrete and continu-
ous spectra and also well into the continuous spectrum.

Near the continuum boundary the theory can be
worked out in more detail, the spectra have a small
number of effective parameters, and the agreement of
theory and experiment is completely satisfactory. For
negative ions, this circumstance is possible because
the electron affinities of most negative ions are less
than 1 eV (Ref. 98). This circumstance and also the
comparatively rapid decrease in the electron-atom in-
teraction force with the distance make it possible to use
the boundary-condition method of Ref. 99 for a descrip-
tion of the system. The quantum-defect method is a
corresponding method for atoms in this energy range
(Rydberg states).100

It is interesting to note that this region forms an ex-
tremely distinctive class of quantum-mechanics prob-
lems, with distinctive methods and characteristic ap-
proximations, some of which were known previously,
for example, in the theory of nuclear interactions (the
method of zero-range potentials), while others were
developed especially for this class of problems. Ap-
parently, however, the latter methods can also be ap-
plied to other physical processes (the interaction of one
term with a system of terms), so that this class of
problems is important from the general theoretical
standpoint.

Calculations for approximately stationary states of a
system of colliding particles (a quasimolecule) are ex-
tremely complicated; the corresponding methods for
many-electron systems are still being worked out. We
will probably first see an accumulation of experimental
data and theoretical analysis of these data with the goal
of extracting the behavior of the terms and their widths
as functions of the distance between the nuclei, R.

Experiments in which the scattering angle of the
heavy particles and the energy and direction of the
emitted electron are detected simultaneously are ex-
tremely important for further experimental progress.
Here we can expect to find rapidly oscillating distribu-
tions, which would be a particularly rich store of in-
formation about the terms. It would clearly be of inter-
est to carry out a systematic study of the various A~ + B
and A + B pairs and to search for monoenergetic groups
of electrons, i.e., for the excitation of autodetachment
and autoionization states of atoms and ions. It is ex-
tremely important to study the inverse process, disso-
ciative capture, about which we have said almost noth-
ing here but which is intimately related to detachment.
The theory makes quite definite predictions regarding
the electron spectra in low-energy collisions near the
threshold, and experimental data here would be ex-
tremely desirable.

The basic idea of the explanation of the spectrum of
emitted electrons in terms of a "promotion" of a quasi-
molecular bound state into the continuum and the con-
version of this state into an approximately stationary
state is analogous to the concept of the promotion of
terms corresponding to inner shells, which leads to the
formation of vacancies in the inner shells of atoms and
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ions. This idea was proposed in an effort to explain the
discrete inelastic loss101-64 in collisions of atoms and
ions with energies of tens of keV and up. In this case
we run into an unusual "self-preserving" property of
the atoms: With increasing interaction energy, the
same theoretical arguments turn out to be applicable to
progressively deeper atomic shells.

The mechanisms for electron detachment in ion-atom
collisions which we have discussed here may find sig-
nificant use in describing the interaction of ions and
atoms with solid surfaces. This is particularly true of
the interaction of incident particles with atoms ad-
sorbed on a surface, which are interacting only weakly
with the crystal lattice. In many cases, however, the
interaction of the incident atomic particle with the lat-
tice may be regarded as a sequence of binary interac-
tions with lattice atoms,102"105 so that the methods of the
theory of atomic collisions are completely applicable,
ton Auger spectroscopy is now being used quite widely
[Ref. 105; the present state of this method was dis-
cussed in papers presented at the Sixth (and most re-
cent) All-Union Conference on the Interaction of Atomic
Particles with Solids106]. The formation of vacancies in
inner shells of atomic particles is used in this method.
As we go to slower incident ions we can expect that the
general theory described in Section 3 of this review,
for the interaction of one level with a group of levels,
can be used to describe the emission of an electron
either out of a crystal or into a vacant band—the con-
duction band. As we move to slower incident particles,
we will find less damage to the object being analyzed.
Many of the results discussed in this review can be
used to study the spectrum of electrons emitted in col-
lisions of slow ions or atoms with surfaces, so that this
approach can be used as an effective method for study-
ing surface properties. In particular, a study of the
low-energy part of the electron spectrum, from a frac-
tion of an electron volt to about 10-20 eV, and a search
for monoenergetic electrons associated with the forma-
tion of free atoms and ions in ionization states may
prove to be a unique method for studying the band struc-
ture of the outermost layers of a crystal, surface
bands, etc. The general method for describing the in-
teraction of a nonstationary level with the continuum (in
particular, with an electron band) which was discussed
in Section 3 can apparently be used for a theoretical
analysis of the low-energy part of the spectrum of elec-
trons emitted during the bombardment of a surface by
atoms or ions. Finally, the presence of monoenergetic
groups of electrons which are characteristic of the giv-
en colliding particles and which are selectively excited,
depending on the particular combination of particles,
makes it possible to study the outermost layers of a
crystal without causing any important damage to the
crystal. From this standpoint, low-energy ions and the
processes which they initiate (including internal and ex-
ternal electron emission during bombardment by such
ions) represent an important tool for surface research.

The electron-emission processes during slow atomic
collisions which we have discussed here are intimately
related to other processes, e.g., the associative de-
tachment of an electron (and the inverse process, dis-

sociative capture). In this case the emitted electron
carries off so much energy that the colliding atomic
particles are left in a bound state, and the electron
spectrum during associative detachment corresponding-
ly reflects the distribution of the resulting molecule
over rotational and vibrational states.

From the general theoretical standpoint it would be
important to study the widths of the unstable quasimo-
lecular terms at small distances between nuclei, to-
ward the limit of the combined atom. As has already
been mentioned, there is reason to believe that as the
quasimolecule approaches a spherically symmetric
shape (.R — 0) the term widths should decrease substan-
tially. A general theoretical or experimental confirma-
tion of this possibility would be extremely interesting.

It can be seen from this review that research on the
spectra of electrons emitted in low-energy collisions
of atoms and ions is intimately related to many other
fields of physics, is important for several practical ap-
plications, and can furnish unique types of information
about unstable quas imolecular terms.

The overall program of research on unstable molec-
ular terms is a field of activity no smaller in scope
than research on the stable terms by optical and colli-
sional methods.

The effective method described here for studying
these terms, by means of electron spectra, may be
called the "electronspectroscopy of time-varying mo-
lecular states."
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